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On well-balaned orientations,ounter-examples for related problemsSatoru Iwata?, Tamás Király??, Zoltán Király? ? ?, and Zoltán Szigetiz

AbstratIn this note we onsider problems related to Nash-Williams' well-balanedorientation theorem and we present ounter-examples for some of them.1 IntrodutionLet G := (V;E) be an undireted (or a direted) graph. For two verties u; v 2 Vof G the loal edge-onnetivity �G(u; v) from u to v in G is de�ned to be themaximum number of pairwise edge (ar resp.) disjoint paths from u to v in G. Gis k-edge-onneted (k-ar-onneted resp.) if �G(u; v) � k 8(u; v) 2 V � V .More generally, for U � V; G is k-edge-onneted (k-ar-onneted resp.) in Uif �G(u; v) � k 8(u; v) 2 U � U .Nash-Williams' well-balaned orientation theorem [16℄ states that for any undi-reted graph G there exists a well-balaned orientation ~G of G for whih � ~G(u; v) �b12�G(u; v) 8(u; v) 2 V � V: For global edge-onnetivity this speializes to: G has ak-ar-onneted orientation if and only if G is 2k-edge-onneted.Let G := (V +s; E) be an undireted graph. The operation splitting o� is de�nedas follows: two edges rs; st inident to s are replaed by a new edge rt: The splittingo� theorem of Lovász [11℄ onerns global edge-onnetivity: if G is k-edge-onnetedin V (k � 2) and d(s) is even then there exists a pair of edges rs; st inident to swhose splitting o� maintains the k-edge-onnetivity in V: Lovász [11℄ also showedthat the global ase of the well-balaned orientation theorem is an easy onsequene?Department of Mathematial Informatis Graduate Shool of Information Siene and Tehnol-ogy, University of Tokyo, Japan??Egerváry Researh Group, MTA-ELTE, Department of Operations Researh, Eötvös University,Pázmány Péter sétány 1/C, Budapest, Hungary. Researh supported by OTKA grant T 037547 andEuropean MCRTN ADONET, Contrat Grant no. 504438.? ? ?Department of Computer Siene and Communiation Networks Laboratory, Eötvös University,Pázmány Péter sétány 1/C, Budapest, Hungary. Researh supported by EGRES group (MTA-ELTE)and OTKA grants T 037547 and T046234.zEquipe Combinatoire et Optimisation, Université Paris 6, 75252 Paris, Cedex 05, Frane. Thisresearh was partially done when this author visited University of Tokyo supported by the 21 CenturyCOE Program from the Ministry of Eduation, Culture, Sports, Siene and Tehnology of Japan.April 18, 2005. Revised on April 26, 2006



Setion 1. Introdution 2of his splitting o� theorem. Mader [12℄ generalized Lovász' result for loal edge-onnetivity: if d(s) � 4 and no ut edge of G is inident to s then there exists a pairof edges rs; st inident to s whose splitting o� maintains the loal edge-onnetivitiesin V: A simple proof for Mader's theorem an be found in [4℄. Mader [12℄ provideda new proof for the well-balaned orientation theorem by applying his splitting o�theorem.Let ~G := (V +s; E) be a direted graph. Splitting o� an be naturally reformulatedfor direted graphs: two ars rs; st are replaed by rt:Mader [13℄ proved a splitting o�theorem preserving global ar-onnetivity in direted graphs: if G is k-ar-onnetedin V and %(s) = Æ(s) then there exists a pair of ars rs; st inident to s whose splittingo� maintains the k-ar-onnetivity in V: An example of Enni [1℄ shows that thereis no splitting o� theorem preserving loal ar-onnetivities in direted graphs. InQuestion 3 we provide a smaller example showing that even if ~G is a well-balanedorientation of G there is no splitting o� that preserves loal ar-onnetivities in V:Nash-Williams' odd vertex pairing theorem [16℄ (that is unrelated to orientations)states that every undireted graphG has a pairingM (a set of new edges on the set TGof odd degree verties of G suh that dM(v) = 1 8v 2 TG) that is feasible (dM(X) �bG(X) 8X � V; where bG(X) := dG(X) � 2bRG(X)2  and RG(X) := maxf�G(x; y) :x 2 X; y =2 Xg. A simpler proof of the odd vertex pairing theorem an be found in[5℄. For the global ase, the odd vertex pairing theorem an be proved easily by theglobal splitting o� theorem as it was shown in [10℄ by Király and Szigeti.The original proof of the odd vertex pairing theorem in [16℄ and Frank's proof[5℄ as well relies heavily on the skew-submodularity of the funtion bG: We show(Question 6) that the existene of a feasible pairing annot be generalized to arbitraryskew-submodular funtions. Skew-submodular funtions orrespond to loal edge-onnetivity, while rossing submodular funtions an be onsidered as generalizationsof global edge-onnetivity. For suh a funtion it is an open problem whether thereexists a feasible pairing. However the orresponding orientation theorem an be provedeasily (see Theorem 6.1).The well-balaned orientation theorem is trivial for Eulerian graphs (any Eulerianorientation will do) but this speial ase plays an important role in the theory. It wasshown in [10℄ that for Eulerian graphs, an orientation is well-balaned if and only ifit is Eulerian.Nash-Williams [16℄ showed that if M is a feasible pairing of G then for everyEulerian orientation ~G + ~M of G + M , ~G is well-balaned and furthermore it issmooth, that is the in-degree and the out-degree of every vertex di�er by at most one.A smooth well-balaned orientation is alled best-balaned. We show (Question 10)that not every best-balaned orientation an be de�ned by a feasible pairing. On theother hand we prove in Theorem 7.1 that for the global ase it an be.Nash-Williams [17℄ laimed the following extension of the well-balaned orientationtheorem for subgraph hain of length two: ifH is a subgraph of G; then there exists anorientation ofH that an be extended to an orientation ofG both being best-balaned.A simple proof is given in [10℄. It is shown there that the odd vertex pairing theoremeasily implies it. It was also showed that the global ase of this extension has a simpleEGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



Setion 1. Introdution 3proof. We show that the general subgraph hain property is not valid, that is thisextension annot be generalized for subgraph hain of length three, neither for theglobal ase (see Question 16).In [10℄ Király and Szigeti generalized further the above extension by showing thatthe following edge disjoint subgraphs property is valid: if fG1; G2; :::; Gkg is a partitionof G into edge disjoint subgraphs then there is an orientation ~G of G suh that eah ~Giand ~G are best-balaned orientations of Gi and of G: We show that deiding for twonon-edge-disjoint graphs whether they have simultaneous best-balaned orientationsis NP-omplete, even for two Eulerian graphs (see Question 17).Király and Szigeti [10℄ also showed that for every pairing M of G there exists anEulerian orientation ~G+ ~M of G+M so that ~G is best-balaned. We mention that,for an Eulerian subgraph H of G, any Eulerian orientation of H an be extended toa best-balaned orientation of G.Frank [3℄ proved the following reorientation property for the k-ar-onneted ori-entations: given two k-ar-onneted orientations of G, there exists a series of k-ar-onneted orientations of G (leading from the �rst to the seond given orientation),suh that in eah step we reverse a direted path or a iruit. For well-balaned(or best-balaned) orientations it is not known whether the reorientation property isvalid.Frank [2℄ also proved that the linkage property is valid for the k-ar-onneted ori-entation problem, namely there exists a k-ar-onneted orientation whose in-degreefuntion satis�es lower and upper bounds if and only if there is one satisfying thelower bound and one satisfying the upper bound. É. Tardos [18℄ showed that the link-age property is not valid for the well-balaned orientation problem. Here we presentanother example (see Question 13).By the proof of Frank [3℄ it is easy to see that the following matroid property isvalid for smooth k-ar-onneted orientations: the family of sets, over smooth k-ar-onneted orientations, onsisting of verties whose in-degree is larger than the out-degree, forms the basis of a matroid. We show that this is not true for best-balanedorientations (see Question 14).The polyhedron of the frational in-degree vetors of well-balaned orientations isnot neessarily integral (see Question 12). On the other hand for the global ase it is.We summarize the above properties in the following table.
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Setion 2. Notation 4GLOBAL LOCALedge-onnetivity edge-onnetivityundireted splitting o� Lovász [11℄ Mader [12℄Frank [4℄direted splitting o� Mader [13℄ Counter-examplesEnni [1℄, IKKSzfeasible pairing Nash-Williams [16℄ Nash-Williams [16℄Király, Szigeti [10℄ Frank [5℄well-balaned orientation Nash-Williams [16℄ Nash-Williams [16℄Lovász [11℄ Mader [12℄feasible pairing for Open Problem Counter-exampleonnetivity funtion IKKSzfeasible pairing de�ning a IKKSz Counter-examplegiven best-balaned IKKSzorientationwell-balaned orientation Nash-Williams [17℄ Nash-Williams [17℄with subgraph Király, Szigeti [10℄ Király, Szigeti [10℄general subgraph hain Counter-example Counter-exampleproperty IKKSz IKKSzedge disjoint subgraphs Király, Szigeti [10℄ Király, Szigeti [10℄propertyreorientation between two Frank [3℄ Open Problemwell-balaned orientationslinkage property Frank [2℄ Counter-examplesTardos [18℄, IKKSzmatroid property Frank [3℄ Counter-exampleIKKSzpolyhedron of in-degree integral not integralvetors of best-balaned Frank IKKSzorientationsThe aim of this paper is to help to �nd a transparent proof for the well-balanedorientation theorem. A possible way ould be to �nd a onvenient generalizationthat has a simple indutive proof. Here we think of results like Theorems 3.3, 3.4and 3.5. Unfortunately we do not have diret proofs for them, they follow easilyfrom the odd vertex pairing theorem. This result (Theorem 3.10) is a mirale, it hasno generalization, no appliation (exept the well-balaned orientation theorem), norelation to any other result in Graph Theory.2 NotationA direted graph is denoted by ~G = (V;A) and an undireted graph by G = (V;E).For a direted graph ~G; a set X � V , a vetor z : A! R and u; v 2 V; let Æ ~G(X) :=jfuv 2 A : u 2 X; v =2 Xgj; % ~G(X) := Æ ~G(V � X); f ~G(X) := % ~G(X) � Æ ~G(X);EGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



Setion 2. Notation 5Æz~G(X) := Pfuv2A:u2X; v=2Xg z(uv); %z~G(X) := Æz~G(V � X); � ~G(u; v) := minfÆ ~G(Y ) :u 2 Y; v =2 Y g; and  �G := (V; fvu : uv 2 Ag). For an undireted graph G; a setX � V and u; v 2 V; let �G(X) := fuv 2 E : u 2 X; v =2 Xg; dG(X) := j�G(X)j;dG(X; Y ) := jfuv 2 E(G) : u 2 X � Y; v 2 Y � Xgj; �G(u; v) := minfdG(X) : u 2X; v =2 Xg; RG(X) := maxf�G(x; y) : x 2 X; y =2 Xg; R̂G(X) := 2bRG(X)=2;bG(X) := dG(X)� R̂G(X) and TG := fv 2 V : dG(v) is oddg. Observe that 8X � V;f ~G(X) = Xv2X f ~G(v): (1)Let G = (V;E) be an undireted graph. G is onneted if for every pair u; v 2 Vof verties there is a (u; v)-path in G. G is alled k-edge-onneted if G � F isonneted for 8F � E with jF j � k� 1. For a funtion r : V � V ! Z+0 , we say thatG is r-edge-onneted if �G(u; v) � r(u; v) for every pair u; v of verties.Let D = (V;A) be a direted graph. D is strongly onneted if for every orderedpair (u; v) 2 V � V of verties there is a direted (u; v)-path in D. D is alled k-ar-onneted if D � F is strongly onneted for 8F � A with jF j � k � 1. For afuntion r : V � V ! Z+0 , we say that D is r-ar-onneted if �D(u; v) � r(u; v) forevery ordered pair u; v of verties.An orientation ~G of G is alled well-balaned if ~G satis�es (2), smooth if ~Gsatis�es (3) and best-balaned if it is smooth and well-balaned. Let us denote byOw(G) and Ob(G) the set of well-balaned and best-balaned orientations of G. Notethat if ~G is best-balaned then so is  �G .� ~G(x; y) � b�G(x; y)=2 8 (x; y) 2 V � V; (2)jf ~G(v)j � 1 8 v 2 V: (3)A pairingM of G is a new graph on vertex set TG in whih eah vertex has degreeone. Let M be a pairing of G. An orientation ~M of M that satis�es (4) is alledgood. Note that if ~M is good then every Eulerian orientation ~G+ ~M of G+M thatextends ~M de�nes a best-balaned orientation of G. Pairing M is well-orientable ifthere exists a good orientation of M; M is strong if every orientation of M is goodand M is feasible if (5) is satis�ed. Clearly an oriented pairing ~M is good i�  �M isgood. Let us denote by Pf(G) the set of feasible pairings of G.f ~M(X) � bG(X) 8X � V; (4)dM(X) � bG(X) 8X � V: (5)We shall use that for subsets X; Y; Z � V we havedG(X) + dG(Y ) = dG(X \ Y ) + dG(X [ Y ) + 2dG(X; Y ); (6)dG(X) + dG(Y ) + dG(Z) � dG(X \ Y \ Z) + dG(X � (Y [ Z)) +dG(Y � (X [ Z)) + dG(Z � (X [ Y )): (7)EGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



Setion 3. Known results 63 Known resultsThe following were shown in [10℄ by Király and Szigeti.Claim 3.1. The following are equivalent:~G 2 Ow(G); (8)Æ ~G(X) � bR(X)2  8 X � V; (9)f ~G(X) � bG(X) 8 X � V: (10)Claim 3.2. A pairing is feasible if and only if it is strong.Theorem 3.3. Every pairing is well-orientable.Theorem 3.4. For every partition fE1; E2; :::; Ekg of E(G), if Gi = (V;Ei) then Ghas a best-balaned orientation ~G, suh that the inherited orientation of eah Gi isalso best-balaned.Theorem 3.5. For every partition fX1; :::; Xlg of V = V (G); G has an orientation ~Gsuh that ~G; (( ~G=X1):::)=Xl and ~G=(V�Xi) (1 � i � l) are best-balaned orientationsof the orresponding graphs.Theorem 3.5 implies the following slight re�nement of the best-balaned orientationtheorem.Theorem 3.6. Let G be an undireted graph and M be a pairing of G. Then G hasa well-balaned orientation ~G with jf ~G(X)j � 1 whenever dM(X) � 1.The following theorems are due to Nash-Williams [16℄, [17℄.Theorem 3.7. A graph G has a k-ar-onneted orientation if and only if G is 2k-edge-onneted.Theorem 3.8. Every graph G has a best-balaned orientation.Theorem 3.9. For every subgraph H of G, there exists a best-balaned orientation ofH that an be extended to a best-balaned orientation of G:Theorem 3.10. Every graph has a feasible pairing.4 Extensions of well-balaned orientation4.1 r-ar-onneted orientationsWe an reformulate the well-balaned orientation theorem as follows.Theorem 4.1. Let r : V�V ! Z+0 be a symmetri funtion. Then a graph G = (V;E)has an r-ar-onneted orientation if and only if G is 2r-edge-onneted.EGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



4.2 Mixed graphs 7In light of this form the following problem is a natural generalization of the well-balaned orientation theorem.Problem 1 Given an undireted graph G = (V;E) and a funtion r : V � V ! Z+0 ;deide if G has an r-ar-onneted orientation.If the funtion r is symmetri then, by Theorem 4.1, there exists an r-ar-onnetedorientation of G if and only if b�G(x;y)2  � r(x; y) 8 x; y 2 V: If the funtion r is notsymmetri then the problem is di�ult.Theorem 4.2. [7℄ Problem 1 is NP-omplete.4.2 Mixed graphsA possible way to prove the well-balaned orientation theorem ould be to hara-terize mixed graphs whose undireted edges an be oriented to have a well-balanedorientation of the underlying undireted graph.Problem 2 Given a mixed graph G0, deide whether the undireted edges an beoriented in suh a way that the direted graph ~G obtained satis�es � ~G(x; y) �b�G(x;y)2  8 (x; y) 2 V � V; where G is the undireted graph obtained from G0 bydeleting the orientation of the direted edges.Question 1. Is Problem 2 NP-omplete?5 Splitting o�We have seen in the introdution that splitting o� theorems are very useful in theproof of the global or loal well-balaned orientation theorem. We also mention thatMader's proof [12℄ for the well-balaned orientation theorem as well as Frank's proof[5℄ for Theorem 3.10 uses Mader's splitting o� theorem.The odd vertex pairing theorem would be an easy task if the following was true.Question 2. For every 2-edge-onneted graph G there exists a pair of adjaent edgesrs; st suh that for Grt := G� frs; stg+ rt we have:bG(X) � bGrt(X) 8X � V: (11)Counter-example 2 Let G = (U; V ;E) be the omplete bipartite graph K3;4. Letus denote the verties as follows: U := fa; b; ; dg and V := fx; y; zg: By symmetry,frs; stg is either fxd; dyg or faz; zbg: In the �rst ase bG(z) = 0 < 2 = bGxy(z)and in the seond ase bG(fa; x; yg) = 3 < 5 = bGab(fa; x; yg): In both ases (11) isviolated.Question 3. If ~G is a best-balaned orientation of G := (V +s; E) and % ~G(s) = Æ ~G(s)then there exist rs; st 2 A( ~G) so that for ~Grt := ~G� frs; stg+ rt we have� ~Grt(x; y) � � ~G(x; y) 8(x; y) 2 V � V: (12)EGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



Setion 6. Feasible pairing for onnetivity funtions 8
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!fr; tg -6 - AAAAAAUHHHHHHj ���I������� 6������	Figure 1Counter-example 3 Let G := (V + s; E) and ~G := (V + s; A) be de�ned as fol-lows (see Figure 1): V := fu; v; w; zg; E := fuv; us; uz; vz; vs; vw; ws; wz; zsg; A :=fuv; us; zu; vz; sv; vw; ws; zw; szg: It is easy to hek that ~G 2 Ob(G): In partiular� ~G(v; z) = � ~G(z; v) = 2. Suppose that for some (r; t) 2 f(u; z); (u; v); (w; z); (w; v)g;(12) is satis�ed. Then, by (12), 3 = % ~Grt(fr; tg)+ Æ ~Grt(fr; tg)�� ~Grt(v; z)+� ~Grt(z; v)�� ~G(v; z) + � ~G(z; v)=4; a ontradition.We note that this is a smaller ounter-example for a onjeture of Jakson thanEnni's one [1℄.Question 4. If ~G is a best-balaned orientation of G := (V +s; E) and % ~G(s) = Æ ~G(s)then there exist rs; st 2 A( ~G) so that ~Grt is a best-balaned orientation of Grt.Question 4 is an open problem. However the following is true.Theorem 5.1. For every pair rs; st of edges of a graph G := (V + s; E) there existsa best-balaned orientation ~G of G so that rs; st 2 A( ~G) and ~Grt is a best-balanedorientation of Grt.Proof. By Theorem 3.10, there exists a feasible pairingM of G. Then M is a pairingof Grt and hene, by Theorem 3.3, Grt + M has an Eulerian orientation ~Grt + ~Mso that ~Grt 2 Ob(Grt). Wlog. assume that rt is direted as ~rt in ~Grt. Then, for~G := ~Grt� rt+ rs+ st, ~G+ ~M is Eulerian, that is, sine M 2 Pf (G), ~G 2 Ob(G).Question 5. For every graph G = (V + s; E) with d(s) � 4 there exist rs; st 2 Esuh that for every best-balaned orientation ~Grt of Grt, ~G := ~Grt � rt + rs+ st is abest-balaned orientation of G.Question 5 is an open problem. If Question 5 had an a�rmative answer, it wouldgive us a possible way to prove the best-balaned orientation theorem.6 Feasible pairing for onnetivity funtionsA set funtion b : V ! R is alled skew-submodular if for every X; Y � V; at leastone of the following two inequalities is satis�ed:b(X) + b(Y ) � b(X \ Y ) + b(X [ Y ); (13)b(X) + b(Y ) � b(X � Y ) + b(Y �X): (14)EGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



Setion 6. Feasible pairing for onnetivity funtions 9A set funtion p(X) is alled skew-supermodular if �p(X) is skew-submodular.We mention that, by [16℄, R̂G(X) is skew-supermodular and hene bG(X) is skew-submodular. A set funtion b on V is alled rossing submodular if (13) is satis�edfor every X; Y � V with X \ Y; X � Y; Y �X; V � (X [ Y ) 6= ;:Question 6. Let b : V ! Z+0 be a symmetri, skew-submodular funtion with b(;) = 0and b(X) � jX \ Tbj mod 2, where Tb = fv : b(v) is oddg: Then there exists a pairingM on Tb that satis�es dM(X) � b(X) 8 X � V: (15)Counter-example 6 Let b(X) be de�ned on V with jV j = 6 as follows b(X) := 0if X = ;; V ; 1 if jXj is odd and 2 otherwise. It is easy to see that b satis�es all theonditions. Note that Tb = V: For any pairing M on Tb, we may hoose X � V withdM(X) = 3 but then X violates (15).Note that, by Theorem 3.10, the answer for Question 6 is a�rmative for b(X) =bG(X):The problem orresponding to the global ase is the following open problem.Question 7. Let b : V ! Z+0 be a symmetri rossing submodular funtion withb(;) = 0 and b(X) � jX \ Tbj mod 2. Then there exists a pairing M on Tb thatsatis�es (15).If Question 7 was true then it would imply the following theorem that an be proveddiretly.Theorem 6.1. Let G = (V;E) be an undireted graph. Let b : V ! Z+0 be a rossingsubmodular funtion with b(X) + d(X) even for every X � V . Then there exists anorientation ~G of G f ~G(X) � b(X) 8 X � V: (16)Proof. Let ~G = (V;A) be an arbitrary orientation of G. Let P := fz 2 RjAj : 0 �za � 1 8a 2 A; Æz~G(X)�%z~G(X) � (b(X)�f ~G(X))=2 8X � V g. By the modularity off ~G(X) and by the assumptions, (b(X)�f ~G(X))=2 is integral and rossing submodular.Then, by the Edmonds-Giles theorem, P is an integral polyhedron. The vetor 121belongs to P beause b is non-negative. Then P ontains an integral vetor z. Let ~G0be the orientation obtained from ~G by reversing the ars a 2 A( ~G) for whih z(a) = 1.Then, sine z is a 0� 1 vetor in P; f ~G0(X) = % ~G0(X)� Æ ~G0(X) = (% ~G(X)� %z~G(X)+Æz~G(X))� (Æ ~G(X)� Æz~G(X) + %z~G(X)) = f ~G(X) + 2(Æz~G(X)� %z~G(X)) � b(X) 8X � V;and hene ~G0 is the desired orientation.Note that if G is 2k-edge-onneted and b(X) = dG(X) � 2k 8; 6= X � V andb(;) = b(V ) = 0, then Theorem 6.1 is equivalent to Theorem 3.7. We remark thatTheorem 6.1 also follows from a theorem of Frank [2℄ on orientations satisfying aG-supermodular funtion.EGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



Setion 7. Feasible pairing de�ning a best-balaned orientation 10Question 8. Let d : V ! Z+0 be a symmetri funtion that satis�es d(;) = 0 and8X; Y � Vd(X) + d(Y ) + d(X 4 Y ) = d(X \ Y ) + d(X [ Y ) + d(X � Y ) + d(Y �X);(17)d(X) + d(Y )� d(X [ Y ) is even if X \ Y = ;: (18)Let R̂ : V ! Z+0 be an even valued, symmetri, skew-supermodular funtion. Supposethat R̂(X) � d(X) 8X � V: Then there exists a pairing M on Td that satis�esdM(X) � d(X)� R̂(X) 8 X � V: (19)Counter-example 8 Let V := fu; v; w; zg; G := (V; fuw; uz; vw; vz; wzg); H :=(V; fuvg); d(X) := dG(X)� dH(X); R̂(X) := 2 if jX \ fw; zgj = 1 and 0 otherwise.Sine for a proper subset X; dG(X) � 1 and dH(X) � 1, d(X) � 0 8X � V: Clearly, dis integer valued and symmetri. dG and dH satisfy (17) and (18), onsequently d alsosatis�es them. It is easy to see that R̂ satis�es all the onditions. Note that Td = V: LetM be an arbitrary pairing on Td. Let e be the edge ofM inident to w: LetX := fu; wgand let Y := fv; wg: Then e leaves either X or Y but d(X)�R̂(X) = 0 = d(Y )�R̂(Y )so either X or Y violates (19).Note that, by Theorem 3.10, the answer for Question 8 is a�rmative for d(X) =dG(X) and R̂(X) = R̂G(X):Question 9. Let G = (V;E) be a graph and R̂ : V ! Z+0 an even valued, symmetri,skew-supermodular funtion. Suppose that R̂(X) � dG(X) 8X � V: Then there existsa pairing M on TG that satis�esdM(X) � dG(X)� R̂(X) 8 X � V: (20)Question 9 is an open problem. If R̂ satis�es R̂(X [ Y ) � maxfR̂(X); R̂(Y )g8X; Y � V then R̂(X) = maxfr(x; y) : x 2 X; y 2 V �Xg for some r : V � V ! Z+0and hene, by Theorem 3.10, suh a pairing exists.7 Feasible pairing de�ning a best-balaned orienta-tionNash-Williams' original idea was that every feasible pairing provides a best-balanedorientation. In fat Theorem 3.2 shows that every feasible pairing provides lots of best-balaned orientations. A natural question is whether every best-balaned orientationan be de�ned by a feasible pairing.Question 10. For every best-balaned orientation ~G of G there exists a feasible pairingM and an orientation ~M of M suh that ~G+ ~M is Eulerian.Counter-example 10 Let G := (V;E) and ~G := (V;A) be de�ned as follows (seeFigure 2): EGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



Setion 7. Feasible pairing de�ning a best-balaned orientation 11
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Figure 2V := fa; b; ; p; q; r; x; y; zg; E := fap; aq; ar; bp; bq; br; x; y; z; xp; py; yq; qz; zr; rxg;A := fap; qa; ra; bp; qb; rb; x; y; z; px; py; yq; zq; zr; xrg. It is easy to hek that~G 2 Ob(G):We show that if M 2 Pf (G); then ab 2 M: Note that TG = fa; b; ; x; y; zg: LetX := fa; b; p; r; xg; Y := fa; b; p; q; yg; Z := fa; b; q; r; zg. Note that dG(W ) = 5 andR̂(W ) = 4 hene bG(W ) = 1 for W 2 fX; Y; Zg. Then, by (5) and (7), 3=bG(X) +bG(Y )+bG(Z) � dM(X)+dM(Y )+dM(Z)�dM(X\Y \Z)+dM(X�(Y [Z))+dM(Y �(X[Z))+dM(Z�(X[Y )) = dM(fa; bg)+dM(x)+dM(y)+dM(z) � 0+1+1+1 = 3;so dM(fa; bg) = 0 that is ab 2 M:Then for every orientation ~M of any feasible pairing M of G either Æ ~M (a) = 0 orÆ ~M(b) = 0: Then, sine f ~G(a) = f ~G(b) = 1; ~G+ ~M annot be Eulerian.The following theorem shows that the answer for Question 10 is a�rmative forglobal edge-onnetivity.Theorem 7.1. Let G := (V;E) be a 2k-edge-onneted graph and let ~G := (V;A) bea smooth k-ar-onneted orientation of G. Then there is a pairing M of G and anorientation ~M of M so thatdM(X) � dG(X)� 2k ; 6= 8X � V and (21)~G+ ~M is Eulerian. (22)Proof. By indution on jAj: We shall apply the following stronger version of Mader'ssplitting o� theorem [13℄ due to Frank [6℄.Theorem 7.2. Let ~H := (U + s; F ) be k-ar-onneted in U: If Æ ~H(s) � % ~H(s) <% ~H(s) < 2Æ ~H(s) then there exist rs; st 2 F so that ~Hrt := ~H � frs; stg+ rt is k-ar-onneted in U: EGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



Setion 8. The struture of feasible pairings 12Case 1 If there is s 2 V with d(s) � 2k + 2: Then, by (3) and Theorem 7.2, thereexist rs; st 2 A so that ~Grt is k-ar-onneted in V � s: It follows, by the assumptionof Case 1 and (3), that ~Grt is k-ar-onneted. Note that TGrt = TG: jA( ~Grt)j < jAj soby indution there is a pairing M of Grt and an orientation ~M of M so that (21) and(22) are satis�ed for (Grt;M) and for ( ~Grt; ~M) and hene for (G;M) and for ( ~G; ~M)and we are done.Case 2 If there is s 2 V with d(s) = 2k: This ase an be handled in the same wayas Case 1 but here we have to make a omplete splitting o� at s:Case 3 Otherwise, d(s) = 2k + 1 8s 2 V . Then TG = V: By a result of Mader[14℄, sine there is no vertex v with % ~G(v) = Æ ~G(v); there exists uv 2 A suh that~G0 := ~G� uv is k-ar-onneted. Note that, by the assumption of Case 3 and (3), ~G0satis�es (3). jA( ~G0)j < jAj so by indution there is a pairing M 0 on TG0 = TG�fu; vgand an orientation ~M 0 of M 0 so that (21) and (22) are satis�ed for (G0;M 0) and for( ~G0; ~M 0): Let M := M 0 + uv and ~M := ~M 0 + vu: Then ~G+ ~M = ( ~G0 + ~M 0) + uv+ vuis Eulerian. Moreover, ; 6= 8X � V either dM(X) = dM 0(X) and dG(X) = dG0(X) ordM(X) = dM 0(X) + 1 and dG(X) = dG0(X) + 1 so (21) is satis�ed for G and M:8 The struture of feasible pairingsQuestion 11. Let a; b; ; d 2 TG. If there exist M1;M2 2 Pf (G) suh that ab; d 2M1and ad; b 2M2 then there exists M3 2 Pf (G) suh that a; bd 2M3:Counter-example 11 Let G := (V;E); M1 and M2 be de�ned as follows (see Figure3): V := fa; b; ; d; e; f; g; hg; E := fab; ad; ah; b; bg; d; f; de; ef; eh; fg; ghg; M1 :=fab; d; eh; fgg; M2 := fad; b; ef; ghg.
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%X1 �� ���� ��Figure 3First we show that M1;M2 2 Pf(G). Note that TG = V: For i = 1; 2, G�Mi is aHamilton yle of G, so G�Mi is 2-edge-onneted, that is 2 � dG�Mi(X) ; 6= 8X �V: Sine G is 3-regular and 3-edge-onneted, �G(u; v) = 3 8u; v 2 V and heneR̂G(X) = 2 ; 6= 8X � V: Then (5) is satis�ed sine dMi(X)�dG(X) � 2=dG(X) �R̂G(X)=bG(X) ; 6= 8X � V:Seondly we show that no feasible pairing of G ontains a and bd: Let M bea pairing of G that ontains a and bd: Let X1 := fa; d; e; hg; X2 := f; d; e; f; g.EGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



Setion 9. The polyhedron 13Note that for i = 1; 2; dG(Xi) = 4 and R̂(Xi) = 2 hene bG(Xi) = 2. Then, by(6), dM(X1) + dM(X2)=dM(X1 \X2) + dM(X1 [X2) + 2dM(X1; X2) = dM(fd; eg) +dM(fb; gg)+2dM(fa; hg; f; fg) � 2+2+2 = 6; hene for some i 2 f1; 2g; dM(Xi) � 3thus Xi violates (5) that is M is not feasible.9 The polyhedronIn this setion we onsider the polyhedron of the frational in-degree vetors of allorientations, k-ar-onneted orientations and best-balaned orientations. Thoughthe �rst two polyhedra are integral we show that the third one is not neessarilyintegral.Let G = (V;E) be a graph. Let us introdue the following polyhedra:P0 := fx 2 RjV j : x(X) � i(X) 8X � V; x(V ) = jEjg;P1 := fx 2 RjV j : x(X) � i(X) + k 8; 6= X � V; x(V ) = jEjg;P2 := fx 2 RjV j : x(X) � i(X) + R̂(X)2 8X � V; x(V ) = jEj;�d(v)2 � � x(v) � �d(v)2 � 8v 2 V g:It is known that m 2 ZjV j is the in-degree vetor of an orientation, of a k-ar-onneted orientation, of a best-balaned orientation of G if and only if m belongsto P0; P1; P2: Sine i(X) is supermodular and i(X) + k is rossing supermodular, P0and P1 are base-polyhedra and hene they are integral polyhedra, that is P0 andP1 oinide with the onvex hull of the indegree vetors of all orientations and ofk-ar-onneted orientations of G.Question 12. The polyhedron P2 is integral.Counter-example 12 We show a graph G where the polyhedron P2 is non-integral.This implies that the onvex hull of in-degree vetors of best-balaned orientations isnot desribed ompletely by these inequalities.
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Setion 10. Matroid property 14Let G be the graph on Figure 4 (a). It is easy to hek that R̂(X) = 4 ifX separatestwo blak nodes, and R̂(X) = 2 otherwise. Figure 4 (b) represents a `frationalorientation' x of G, where an undireted edge uv means that x(uv) = 12 and x(vu) = 12(x an be seen as a apaity funtion on the underlying symmetri digraph). Letmx denote the in-degree-vetor of the frational orientation x. This learly satis�esbdG(v)2  � mx(v) � ddG(v)2 e for every v 2 V . It is also easy to verify that x ontains a�ow of size 1 from any node to any other, and it ontains a �ow of size 2 from anyblak node to any other blak node. This implies that %x(X) � R̂(X)2 for every X � V ,so mx is in the polyhedron P2.In order to prove that P2 is non-integral, it su�es to show a set Z � V suhthat mx(Z) is non-integral and it minimizes fm(Z) : m 2 P2g. Let X1 be the setindiated on Figure 4 (), and letX2; X3 be the two similar sets obtained by symmetry,suh that v2 2 X2 and v3 2 X3. We an observe that %x(Xi) = 2 = R̂(Xi)=2, and%x(V � vi) = 2 = R̂(V � vi)=2 (i = 1; 2; 3). This means that mx(Xi) minimizesfm(Xi) : m 2 P2g, and mx(vi) maximizes fm(vi) : m 2 P2g, thus mx(Xi � vi)minimizes fm(Xi � vi) : m 2 P2g (i = 1; 2; 3).Let Z = X1 [ X2 [ X3 � fv1; v2; v3g; then �Z � 12P3i=1 �Xi�vi ; where �X is theharateristi funtion of the set X. It follows that mx(Z) minimizes fm(Z) : m 2P2g. But mx(Z) = 212 , hene the polyhedron P2 annot be integral.The utting plane that uts the non-integral vetor mx from the onvex hull of thein-degree vetors of best-balaned orientations an be read out from the above proof.10 Matroid propertyQuestion 13. Let l; u : V ! Z+0 suh that l(v) � u(v) for all v 2 V . Then thereexists ~G 2 Ow(G) suh that l(v) � % ~G(v) � u(v) 8v 2 V if and only if there exist~G1; ~G2 2 Ow(G) suh that l(v) � % ~G1(v) 8v 2 V and % ~G2(v) � u(v) 8v 2 V:Counter-example 13 Let G, ~G1 := ~G; ~G2 :=  �G 2 Ow(G), X; Y and Z as inFigure 2. Let the funtions l and u be de�ned as follows: l(a) = l(b) = 2 andl(t) = bdG(t)2  8t 2 V � a � b; u() = 1 and u(t) = ddG(t)2 e 8t 2 V � : Thenl(v) � % ~G1(v) 8v 2 V and % ~G2(v) � u(v) 8v 2 V: Let ~G3 2 Ow(G) suh thatl(v) � % ~G3(v) 8v 2 V: Reall that bG(X) = bG(Y ) = bG(Z) = 1: Then, by Claim 3.1,1 = bG(X) � f ~G3(X) = f ~G3(x)+f ~G3(p)+f ~G3(a)+f ~G3(b)+f ~G3(r) = f ~G3(x)+0+1+1+0;so f ~G3(x) � �1 and hene f ~G3(x) = �1: Similarly, f ~G3(y) = f ~G3(z) = �1: Then, sinef ~G3(V ) = 0; f ~G3() = 1; that is % ~G3() = 2 > 1 = u(): Thus there is no well-balaned orientation of G whose in-degree funtion satis�es both the lower and upperbounds.Question 13 is valid for the global ase by Frank [2℄. This follows from the fatsthat the in-degree vetors of k-ar-onneted orientations form a base-polyhedron andfor suh polyhedra the linkage property holds.Let ~G be an orientation of G. Let T+~G := fv 2 V (G) : % ~G(v) > Æ ~G(v)g: Note that if~G is smooth, then jT+~G j = jTGj=2:EGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



Setion 11. Simultaneous orientations 15Question 14. T := fT+~G : ~G 2 Ob(G)g is the base family of a matroid.Counter-example 14 Let G, ~G 2 Ob(G), X; Y and Z be as in Figure 2. Then �G 2 Ob(G) hene B1 := fa; b; g and B2 := fx; y; zg are in T : Suppose that T isthe base family of a matroid. Then for  2 B1 � B2 there must exist u 2 B2 � B1suh that B1 � fg + fug 2 T ; by symmetry we may suppose that fa; b; xg 2 T :Then there exists ~G0 2 Ob(G) so that T+~G0 = fa; b; xg: Whene, by (10) and (1),1=bG(X)�f ~G0(X)=Pu2X f ~G0(u)=3, ontradition.The answer for Question 14 is a�rmative for the global ase by the proof of Frank[3℄.Question 15. Let ~Ga; ~Gb 2 Ow(G). Then there exist ~G0 = ~Ga; ~G1; :::; ~Gl = ~Gb 2Ow(G) suh that ~Gk is obtained from ~Gk�1 by reversing a direted path or a diretedyle (1 � k � l).Question 15 is an open problem. We mention that, by Frank [3℄, the answer forQuestion 15 is a�rmative for global edge-onnetivity.11 Simultaneous orientationsIn this setion we onsider some possible generalizations of Theorem 3.9 and Theorem3.4. Here we onsider the statements of these theorems as assuring simultaneous(ompatible) best-balaned orientations of some graphs.The �rst two questions orrespond to the global and loal ases related to Theorem3.9, i.e., the subgraph-hain-property.
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Setion 11. Simultaneous orientations 16Question 16. Let G3 be a subgraph of G2 and G2 a subgraph of G1: Then, for i =1; 2; 3; there exists an orientation ~Gi of Gi suh that ~Gj is a restrition of ~Gi if1 � i < j � 3 and(a) Loal ase: ~Gi 2 Ow(Gi).(b) Global ase: ~Gi is a ki-ar-onneted orientation of Gi provided that Gi is 2ki-edge-onneted.Counter-examples 16 Let Gi := (Vi; Ei) (i = 1; 2; 3) be de�ned as in Figure 5, thatis(a) V1 = V2 = V3 := fa1; b1; 1; d1g; E3 := fa1d1; a1d1; b11; b11g; E2 := E3 [fa1b1; 1d1g; E1 := E2 [ fa11; b1d1g: Let X := fa1; b1g; Y := fa1; d1g.(b) V3 := fa2; a3; b2; b3; 2; 3; d2; d3g; E3 := fa2b2; b23; 3b3; b32; 2d2; d2a3; a3d3;d3a2g; V2 := V3 [ fa1; b1; 1; d1g; E2 := E3 [ fa1b1; 1d1g [ fx1x2; x1x2; x2x3;x2x3; x3x1; x3x1 : x 2 fa; b; ; dgg V1 := V2; E1 := E2 [ fa11; b1d1g. LetX := fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3g; Y := fa1; a2; a3; d1; d2; d3g.We prove at the same time for (a) and (b) that the required orientations do notexist. Suppose that they do exist. First we observe that (�) if ~H is an l-ar-onnetedorientation of a 2l-edge-onneted graph H and dH(X) = 2l for some X � V , thenf ~H(X) = 0: Eah onneted omponent of G1 and of G3 is 2l-edge-onneted and 2l-regular for some l; so by (�), ~G1 and ~G3 are Eulerian orientations ofG1 andG3, whene,by (1), f ~G1(X) = 0 = f ~G1(Y ) and f ~G3(X) = 0: G2 is 2k-edge-onneted and dG2(Y ) =2k; so by (�), f ~G2(Y ) = 0: Then f ~G1� ~G2(X) = f ~G1� ~G3(X) = f ~G1(X)�f ~G3(X) = 0 andf ~G1� ~G2(Y ) = f ~G1(Y )� f ~G2(Y ) = 0: Note that E(G1 � G2) = E1 � E2 = fa11; b1d1gand a1 2 X \ Y; 1 2 V � (X [ Y ); b1 2 X � Y; d1 2 Y �X; ontradition.Regarding general simultaneous orientations, we may ask the following question:Question 17. Given two graphs (neither edge-disjoint nor ontaining eah other), isthere a good haraterization for having simultaneous best-balaned orientations?The next theorem and orollary shows that this problem is NP -omplete even forEulerian graphs.Theorem 11.1. Deiding whether two Eulerian graphs, G1 = (V1; E1) and G2 =(V2; E2) have Eulerian orientations that agree on the ommon edges E1 \ E2, is NP -omplete.Proof. The problem is learly in NP . For the ompleteness we show a redution fromone-in-three 3sat (see [9℄, Problem LO4). For a given 3SAT formula, n denotesthe number of variables, the lauses are denoted by C1; : : : ; Cm, and Ji denotes theset of indies of the lauses that ontain the variable xi.Construt �rst the graph G1 = (V1; E1) as follows. Eah onneted omponentGi1 = (V i1 ; Ei1) of G1 orresponds to a lause Ci namely V i1 ontains the vertiesEGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16



Referenes 17fCi; C 0ig and the verties fxij; xij : i 2 Jjg and Ei1 ontains the edge CiC 0i, the edgesfxijxij : i 2 Jjg, the edges fCixij; C 0ixijg if xj ours in Ci and the edges fCixij; C 0ixijgif xj ours in Ci. Note that verties orresponding to literals are of degree two andverties orresponding to lauses are of degree four.The graph G2 = (V2; E2) is onstruted in suh a way that eah onneted ompo-nent of G2 is a yle. One yle has olor lasses fCi : 1 � i � mg and fC 0i : 1 � i �mg and ontains the edges fCiC 0i : 1 � i � mg. We also have yles for 1 � i � nwith olor lasses fxji : j 2 Jig and fxji : j 2 Jig ontaining the edges fxjixji : j 2 Jig.First we laim that if there is a truth assignment suh that in eah lause exatlyone literal is true then the required Eulerian orientations exist. Orient �rst G2, itis enough to delare the orientation of one edge in eah yle. Let C 01C1 be orientedfrom C 01 to C1, and for eah i let the edge xjixji (for any j 2 Ji) be oriented from thefalse value to the true value. Now G1 has a unique orientation that extends theorientation of the ommon edges and that makes eah vertex of degree two Eulerian.Sine eah lause Ci ontains exatly one literal of value true, this orientation isEulerian.On the other hand suppose that we have Eulerian orientations ~G1 and ~G2 thatagree on the ommon edges. If edge C1C 01 is oriented from C1 to C 01 then reverse bothEulerian orientations. The Eulerian orientation ~G2 �rst ensures that C 0iCi is a diretededge for all i. Seond, it also ensures that for all i either xjixji is a direted edge for allj, or xjixji is a direted edge for all j. Assign the value true to variable xi i� xjixji is adireted edge. We laim that this assignment makes true exatly one literal in eahlause. Indeed, from the three edges between Ci and the three literal-opies exatlyone is direted towards Ci, and exatly the orresponding literal has value true.We remark that another onstrution an be made by adding some extra verties,in whih both graphs are onneted.Corollary 1. Deiding whether two graphs have simultaneous best-balaned orienta-tions is NP-omplete.Referenes[1℄ S. Enni, A note on mixed graphs and direted splitting o�, J. Graph Theory 27(1998) 312-221.[2℄ A. Frank, On the orientations of graphs, Journal of Comb. Theory/ Series B 28(1980) 251-261.[3℄ A. Frank, A note on k-strongly onneted orientations of an undireted graph,Disrete Mathematis 39 (1982) 103-104.[4℄ A. Frank, On a theorem of Mader, Disrete Mathematis, 101 (1992) 49-57.[5℄ A. Frank, Appliations of submodular funtions, in: Surveys in Combinatoris,London Mathematial Soiety Leture Note Series 187, Cambridge Univ. Press,Ed.: K. Walker, (1993) 85-136.EGRES Tehnial Report No. 2004-16
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